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INTRODUCTION

Our range of Autobag equipment provides
flexibility and efficiency to a range of
industries where customers are improving
their productivity. Whether stepping up
from hand bagging or integrating into fully
automated lines, we have an Autobag
solution that will exceed your requirements.

2014 will mark the
30th anniversary of
our company’s UK
manufacturing facility. From
its lowly days as a small
unit in Ledbury, APS UK has
evolved into the purposebuilt 200,000 sq ft European
headquarters, which is now
located in Malvern.
This year our plans include
a number of exciting
developments including
the introduction of new
accessories for AirPouch®,
further advances into
the Autobag® mail order
fulfilment sector, and some
breakthroughs into the food
packaging market, through our
stand-up pouch offerings.
In our production facilities,
the focus will be on scrap
reduction, continuous
improvement, and meeting
customer expectations. In
short, a continuation of what
we have aimed to achieve over
the past 30 years.

by Peter Wylie
Managing Director
APS Europe
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The Mail Order Fulfillment
bagger revolutionises
pick-and-pack operations.

No labels required,
address details printed direct
onto the Autobag

Easy to use and easy to
integrate with most warehouse
management systems

SUMMARY

CASE STUDY

MAXIMUM FOOTPRINT
1010 x 2610 mm

A team of technical service engineers
offering 60 years of experience
2013 online sales underline
the importance of an
effective order fulfilment
operation, with capacity
and reliability remaining
hot topics.
Automated Packaging Systems
prides itself on the service
and support offered to its mail
order fulfilment customers,
exceeding their targets for
reliability and offering a real
opportunity for 3PL and
independent companies to
increase capacity at key times.
A team of technical service
engineers, all skilled and
equipped with key-parts for
the modular packing systems,
are available to reach any part
of the UK. Between the four
of them they have 60 years
experience keeping equipment
in peak condition and, when
there is a breakdown, getting it
back up and running fast.
“In 30 years we haven’t lost
a single customer because
of poor service. In that time
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AB 255
Mail Order
Fulfillment

BAG SIZE
W 125 - 400 mm
L 140 - 685* mm

we’ve had one or two very
difficult situations to deal with,
but our customers know we’ll
move heaven and earth to get
them up and running, and that
counts for a lot.” explains
head of Customer Service
Jim Lockyear.
  
With its Total Systems
Approach, the service
team is involved early on in
the installation process to
ensure that each system is
carefully matched to customer
applications, installed correctly,
training is implemented and
regular routine maintenance is
carried out.
Technical workshops offer
customers a chance to
send staff to the training
centre in Malvern to learn
routine maintenance as
well as operating skills,
enabling customers to
maintain productivity and
increase profitability.

*with 25mm seal point

SPEED
30 bags per minute

STANDARD
FEATURES
• 	Integrated order
preparation table and
take-away conveyor
for a complete pack
bench solution
•O
 n-board memory stores
job data ready for recall
at a later time
•C
 olour AutoTouch™
control screen interface:
25cm screen, offers
operator tutorials, data
storage, help system
and diagnostics
Easy load area which can handle
bags up to 400mm wide

In 30 years we haven’t lost
a single customer because
of poor service

TYPICAL
APPLICATIONS
• Clothing
• Shoes
• Multimedia products
•H
 ousehold items
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Autofulfillment
SPrint

Autofulfillment
SPrint
Single and multi-item
orders are scanned and
verified on screen

Optional inline printer

SUMMARY
MAXIMUM FOOTPRINT
1190 x 3760 mm
Box like bag opening
for easy insertion

BAG SIZE
W 50 - 500 mm
L 75 - 475 mm
PROCESS SPEED
Up to 720 bags per hour

STANDARD
FEATURES
• 	Box-like bag opening
for easy insertion
•T
 hree point scanning
verification to
ensure accuracy
•A
 utomatic printing
and labelling system
•E
 asily accommodated
products racks, carts
and conveyors

TYPICAL
APPLICATIONS
• Clothing
•C
 onsumer electronics
and accessories
• Pharmaceutical
distribution
• Printed materials
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Air pillows on demand with the
AirPouch Express 3 system.

Boxed material means less
reloading, reduced lifting and
reduced storage space

SUMMARY

CASE STUDY

Culpitt swaps messy loose fill for
air pillows, cutting costs and saving
space in the process
Culpitt, the leading
wholesaler and
manufacturer of cake
decorating and sugarcraft
products, has cut costs
and increased efficiency
by installing four AirPouch
Express 3 systems.
Designed to deliver voidfill packaging on-demand,
the AirPouch Express 3
can be operated in semi
or fully automatic modes.
Material feeds from a box,
not a roll, lessening storage
space requirement, reducing
changeover time and
minimising operator lifting.
Culpitt originally used loose
fill to protect goods in transit.
Loose fill material was stored
in silos and travelled to the
packaging area through an
inefficient system. It proved
hard to handle, messy and
unpopular with packers
and customers.

AirPouch
Express 3

Unique EZ-Tear perforations
mean less operator effort
to separate cushions and
greater productivity

After trialing an AirPouch
Express 3 system, the
company was impressed with
how easy-to-use, efficient and
cost-effective it was and had
four systems installed.

MAXIMUM FOOTPRINT
220 x 520 mm
PILLOW SIZES
200mm wide in various
standard lengths
SPEED
15 metres per minute

STANDARD
FEATURES

Culpitt invested in a new
packaging facility with four
packing stations dispensing
AirPouch pillows through
blowers, towers and hoppers,
all controlled automatically.

• 	EZ-Tear perforations
for easy separation
and handling
•P
 roduces air filled
cushions at a rate of 15
linear metres per minute
•P
 ortable, all-electric table
top design requires no
compressed air
• Knifeless system

Culpitt now enjoys a regular
routine maintenance
programme from Automated
Packaging Systems, ensuring
maximum uptime to create
an efficient and cost effective
packing process.

TYPICAL
APPLICATIONS
• Mail order fulfilment
• Electronic supply
• Automotive
• Pharmaceutical
• Office supply

Culpitt cut costs and
increased efficiency by
installing four AirPouch
Express 3 systems
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FastWrap bubble and tube
quilt – compact, ultra-light
and cost-effective
protective packaging.

One small box of FastWrap
generates more than 422 linear
metres of protective packing

All-electric system operates
at 19 metres per minute

SUMMARY
MAXIMUM FOOTPRINT
440 x 250 mm
MATERIAL SIZE - QUILT
300 mm width
533m per box (uninflated)

CASE STUDY

A wider material now available - a
practical solution for large applications
FastWrap protective quilt
is now available in a new
600mm width. The patent
pending honeycomb
design allows for multidirectional wrapping and
offers a practical solution
for large applications.
Colin Gunnell, AirPouch
specialist explains: “It’s
great for larger items. You
use less material than you
would with standard wrap
so it works out to be very
cost effective. The 600mm
material can be inflated
using an existing FastWrap
system with only minor
modifications. It’s easy to
set-up and simple to operate,
increasing productivity even in
challenging applications where
high degrees of protection
are required.”
AirPouch FastWrap can
produce inflated quilt up to
19 metres per minute, helping
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FastWrap

600 mm width
396m per box (uninflated)
MATERIAL SIZE - TUBE
350 mm width
533m per box (uninflated)

to speed up the process of
wrapping, interleaving and
general protective
packaging applications.

SPEED
19 metres per minute

“It’s made from 35 micron
LDPE film which is available in
oxodegradable, reprocessed,
anti-static or HD barrier film
– ideal for heavy duty use,”
notes Colin.

STANDARD
FEATURES
• 	All electric design,
does not require
compressed air
•R
 eliable equipment,
minimal maintenance
requirement
•C
 ompact design,
small footprint
•F
 ast operation, up to 19
metres per minute

Similar to other FastWrap
products, the 600mm material
remains soft to the touch and
contains high quality seals
for excellent air retention
and durability.
FastWrap uses knifeless
technology, reducing the
risk of RSI, and one box of
600mm material generates
396 linear metres of
protective packaging,
increasing productivity.

Optional machine stand and
automatic film winder

You use less material than
you would with standard
wrap so it works out to be
very cost effective

TYPICAL
APPLICATIONS
• Electrical components
• Automotive aftermarket
•C
 osmetics and health
& beauty
• Hobby & craft products
• Glass & giftware
•P
 harmaceutical and
medical supplies
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UNITED KINGDOM
Automated Packaging Systems Ltd.,
Enigma Business Park, Sandy’s Road,
Malvern, Worcestershire, WR14 1JJ
Tel: +44 (0) 1684 891 400
Fax: +44 (0) 1684 891 401
Email: mktonline@autobag.co.uk
www.autobag.co.uk
UNITED STATES
Tel: +1-800-527-0733
www.autobag.com
FRANCE
Tél: +33.4.72.15.86.50
www.autobag.fr
DEUTSCHLAND
Tel: +49 531 263050
www.autobag.de
BELGIQUE, NEDERLAND & LUXEMBOURG
Tél: +32 2.725.31.00
www.autobag.be
POLSKA
Tel: +48 66 4985916
www.autobag.pl

